AMITY BUSINESS SCHOOL
MULYA-PRAVAH 2021-2022 Student Activity Report
MAINSTREAMING AND FOSTERING MATRI BHAWNA
Institution: Amity Business School

Date: 10th September 2021

Faculty-In Charge: Dr. Ritesh Dwivedi

Venue: MS-Teams

Activity Category wise: Webinar ({Panel Discussion)
Title of the Activity: Mainstreaming and Fostering Matri Bhawna – Focussing North
Eastern Region of India
Key Speakers:
(i) Ms. Nashriat Sodial, Software Engineer Guwahati,
(ii) Ms. Asmita Bhardwaj, President North-East Students Union, Vadodara,
(iii) Mr Lalduhthlana, Author, Zolitics: Indian Polity and Governance.
Objective:
i.
ii.
iii.

To create a sense of awareness focusing on various issues related to the North Eastern
Region with respect to the other parts of India even in this era.
To discuss how social acceptance & political issues affect the north east region of India.
To understand how the development of the north eastern region may bring prosperity
and development opportunities not only for the people living but also to the entire
country as a whole.

Value Represented: Belongingness, Togetherness and Acceptance.
Methodology: The Webinar was conducted on MS teams talking about the various issues
related to the North Eastern Region.
Details of the Activity conducted:
The event was conducted on MS teams, where the speakers explained the different issues and
recent developments related to the north eastern region. The speakers focused on how the
people from other states have also stared to understand the issues faced by the north eastern
region and how the government of each north eastern state is taking drastic steps for the growth
and development of the people and the state, in general. Eminent speakers also covered
different aspects related to how we should all have a sense of belongingness amongst one
another and not discriminate any one on the basis of their state. The attendees of the webinar

also got the opportunity to ask all three speakers their doubts and questions regarding the topic
and Dr. Ritesh Dwivedi, Faculty Coordinator gave his inputs about how the north eastern
region is considered to be one of India’s assets and why we all should come together to preserve
the people and the culture of the entire region.
Number of Attendees: 47
Outcome of the Activity: Through this webinar, we understood the importance of the north
eastern region of our country and how it’s equally essential to preserve the ethos of the region.
We also learnt about the various issues faced by the north eastern people and how they as a
community came together and resolved those issues. We also understood about the positive
role the north eastern state’s governments have played and is still supporting all the people of
the region, in the fields of work, employment, education, health and hygiene.
Conclusion & Action Photographs: This webinar created a sense of awareness focusing on
various issues related to the north eastern region with respect to the other parts of India even in
this era. It helped students understand the importance of the region, culture and especially the
people of the north east.
Recording Link: https://amityedu96491.sharepoint.com/sites/MulyaPravah2021222/Shared%20Documents/General/Recordings/Mulya%20Pravah%20202122%20Activity%20_%20Panel%20Discussion%20_20210910_085652.mp4?web=1

